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Characteristics of the Socially-Conscious Consumer: 

 
● Wants to know values behind the brand 

● Cares about transparency and ethics in business  
● Consults those they trust, through their social networks, before making a buying decision 

● Distrusts unsolicited promotions and advertising 

● Want companies to be actively invested in the betterment of society and the solution of social problems 

● They want companies that prioritize “making an impact” on the world around them 

● want companies to involve their customers in their good works. They want an opportunity to give back 

— whether it’s with a gift of their time or their money 

Characteristics of the Socially-Conscious Consumer 



This new breed of consumer desires products that are handmade, local, and made in small batches, all natural or 

simplified, and stripped of corporate branding. However, the product is personalized by the maker, who is believed 

to be more transparent and authentic than the corporate counterpoint. In fact, the consumer’s belief in these 
principles creates a feeling of connoisseurship to the product.  

Consumers of the artisanal movement want a personal story from the products they buy. They want to know 

where it comes from, who made it, how and why it was made, and to feel that their purchase financially supports 

the person behind the story they are buying. 

Measurable impact matters as a way to demonstrate transparency, and the social, economic and environmental 

value.  

A New Breed of Consumers- Values the Artisanal Movement 



US  companies Embrace Handmade- The Artisanal Movement 

US companies are embracing handmade, artisanal products with maker stories.  
The Artisanal Movement is a cultural vision, a philosophy for living. In the age of machines, consumers want to 

celebrate something more human and kindle the artisan spirit in us. 

 

The artisanal movement is composed of and driven by: 

●  a preference for things that are human scale 

○ once we delighted in the sheer scale of a consumer society, now we want things made in tiny 

batches 

● a preference for things that are hand-made. 

○ once we delighted in machine manufacture, now we want things made by humans. 

● a preference for things that are relatively raw and untransformed 

● a preference for things that are unbranded 

● a preference for a new transparency 

○ we want to know all the parties who grow, transport, sell and resell the food on our table 

● a preference for things that are “authentic” 

● a preference for the simplified 

○  Artisanal is the enemy of artifice and complexity.  It returns us to a simpler world.   

 



Examples of Marketing Strategies that Focus on Artisanal    
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Focus on Artisanal for Fashion Brands    



Focus on Artisanal for Fashion Brands    



Repositioning for All Artisanal Brand based on Competitive 



Corporate Social Responsibility:  Demonstrating Values to the Customer 

   



 

Brand Focus: Social Causes 

    



Corporate Social Responsibility – Sustainability & Community 



Cooperate Social Responsibility – Responsibility to Consumers 

   



Corporate Social Responsibility – Responsibility to Consumer 

   



                                                                 Mission Focused Campaigns 

   



Introduction to Marketing Strategies - Brand Focus: Social Causes 
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The Message Core: Brand does not drive: Social Value Driver 

   



Brands that Give Back- Impact Measurement Center to Consumer   

   



Brands that Give Back- Impact Measurement Center to Consumer 



                                           Best Practices: The Artisanal Movement 

Today’s consumers demand much more than just a good deal. For brands to stay competitive in today’s 
marketplace, they must have a purpose behind their brand and show a desire to fulfill more than just their own 

bottom line. Driven by a clearly defined social mission, customers will be much more likely to stick up for your 

brand in social settings and on social media. 

 

Best practice ssteps to consider when implementing your brand: 

● Weave it into your company’s DNA  
○ While your products are first, your social mission should be the second thing you are known for. It 

must be a part of all aspects of your brand - it’s marketing, website, social presence 

○ Measure and communicate you impact, simply and accurately. 

● Hire people that believe in your mission 

○ Your employees have to be committed to the mission as they will be carrying out the mission in the 

world 

● Stay committed 

○ It’s essential to stay committed on an individual and organizational level. Make sure to publicize 
your activity in a way that does not put publicity ahead of the greater cause 

 



Introduction to Marketing Strategies - Consumer What 

Brands that take a Stand 
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